
Our company was established in 1994 in Zalaegerszeg. We 
sort and distribute 600 ton of second hand used clothes 
and shoes monthly. Our  products are made for seasons, 
type and quality. The contains  of them primarily developed 
for Central and Eastern Europe, but we are experienced in 
the worldwide trading too. Our products are sold int the 
highest categories mostly in Europe, but we have a buyers 
from Africa and Asia too. Upon your request we send our 
price list and actual catalogue.   

WWW.WHUNTEX.COM 

ORIGINAL CLOTHING AND SHOES 
D2D, school collections, container and charity shop collections from England on 1.00-1.45 euro/kg 
German, Italian, Austrian and Dutch original clothing from 0.65 euro/kg 
We works with our partners for more than 10 years! Only  offer 100% untouched original clothes from fresh 
collections. 
SORTED CLOTHES, SHOES AND HOME TEXTILES 
Our offers include seasonal adult and children's clothing, shoes, home textile and other accessories in 
grades like cream, super grade, extra  and A classes. Totally more like 400 different kind  of products are 
available. Our products are individually folded, stored and sold in transparent  nylon bags. 
ENGLISH BRIC-A-BRAC 
We sell in considerable quantities, but in limited quantities, named as bric-a-brac since the Victorian era, 
used, but a valuable small objects and also come from British collections which we sell packed in boxes, 
bags and palettes. 

CENTRAL OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE 
Zrínyi út 44., Zalaegerszeg, 8900, Hungary  
office@whuntex.com  
+36 92 348 376 
+36 92 510 507 (magyar, angol és német, 
nyelv) 

Prices for selected and original clothing does not contain delivery price from Zalaegerszeg and VAT. 
We also undertake delivery and can help in organisation of the delivery. 

                                

WEST HUNGARY TEXTIL  NEWSLETTER  2019 SUMMER

SUMMER CREAM 9.50 € 

SUPER GRADE (SUMMER 
CREAM&EXTRAS): 6,50 €  

EXTRA SUMMER ADULT: 
4,50 € 

1 2 3

YOU ARE 
WELCOME

TO CHECK OUR 
QUALITY 

AND TO BE OUR 
HAPPY BUYER!

  EXTRA SHOES: 5,70 €

INFORMATION 
iroda@whuntex.hu 
+36 20 485 6934 
+44 7942041029  
(Hungarian and English)
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